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The Story

A malfunction with your experimental R-COIL engine has torn a hole in reality and you have fallen through it. You find
yourself under attac 5d3b920ae0
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I had to pick this up, as I was a huge fan of the original arcade cabinet. At the time (around 1980) I was also a member of the
100000 club. The big hype around the machine when it rolled into our local arcade was the graphics. It used the exact same
vector screen that Asteroids used, but it came with an additional tech called PRISM (Photon Refractive Index Signal
Modulation) to give it the vivid color scheme. This was basically a layer of sliding sheets on top of the vector display that
featured small line grids, similar to how Polaroid glasses work. The color was great, but the extra layers of glass had the
downside that it produced the blur effect that this adaptation manages to recreate so well. Another downside was the cost of the
PRISM display. Only 150 of these cabinets were manufactured as a result, and they are near impossible to track down these
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days. This is a very faithful adaptation of the original and I'd say it's a bit easier to play with a gamepad. The cabinet used a
2-1/4 inch trackball - not easy to aim with one of those! Other improvements over the original is the ability to customise your
ship and the co-op expanded from 2 to 8 players. The high score chart allows for longer names too, which is a nice improvement
of the 3 character limit of the original. Oh, and some additional new game modes. Anyhoo, good memories and I'm determined
to get back into the 100000s.. It's a fun game I guess. Would be better if the gun didn't have so much recoil. It's called WHAT?
Well, who the heck thought that would be fun!? Yeah, I don't get it either.. Asteroids but annoying. Some of you difficulty
freaks probably love it.. Super fun, very challenging twist on the "Asteroids" concept. The game has a large variety of enemies
to keep you on your toes, but there are neatly designed, meaningful power-ups to collect to help you out. The sound and visual
design are absolutely superb, which doesn't come across in screen shots, or even in videos. When you have it playing in front of
you and you are interacting with it, it's like being transported into an 80s arcade. But how you fondly remember it, not how it
actually was. The game is also a fascinating example of accessible design. Although it is recommended to be played with a
controller, you can play one-handed with a mouse. I actually played on a trackpad on my Mac. I also have the highest score in
the game right now, so come at me bro etc. etc. You also have a "Stress Free" mode, which gives you infinite lives (at the
expense of not being able to register a score on the leaderboard). Multiple visual options are available for those with vision
issues, or if you find the visual effects distracting. There is an arcade style single player mode alongside competitive couch
multiplayer, which is way more than you would expect for a game this price. Both modes play and feel very differently, making
this a cool package. Great game. Tough. Accessible. Tight design. Heavily recommended.. A pretty fun game, with a hard-to-
master mechanic for a shoot-em-up. Your shoot and movement are tied to the same action and, more importantly, your shoots
have recoil. This game is very simple, but there's a lot of content too: - The arcade difficulty is too high? Play through the game
in the stress-free mode! - Have friends to play with? Try the co-op mode! - Got bored of jolly cooperation? Try the duel mode!
There are a lot of "power-ups" that show up during gameplay too. It makes the whole shooting and moving all the more
strategic, in my opinion. The orbiters are kind of overpowered, though (not that I mind, this game gets tough fast) If you're
feeling the nostalgia for arcade style shoot-em-ups, you should try this game.. Really clever neo-arcade game. It's an arena
shmup with momentum-based movement like Asteroids, but with the added twist that shooting and thrust are mapped to the
same button: hold the button to thrust forward, and tap the button to shoot (which also has recoil, giving you a bit of backwards
momentum). You've got to find a ballance between thrusting and shooting. As the game progresses, there are some nice enemy
designs and some really cool powerups to keep things interesting (and colorful).. Really fun game, come take my spot on the
leader board :)
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